Instructions For Use FSG-Imprint-Foam
1. Purpose:
Skilled staff in orthopaedic technology needs FSG-Imprint-Foam to make footprints. Based on the diagnosis of an
orthopaedic, the orthopaedic technician or orthopaedic shoemaker makes a negative mould of the foot. The orthopaedic
technician can then process this negative mould with various techniques.
Using various materials (e.g. plaster or casting resin), he can create a positive mould, or the footprint can help him
determine prominent parts or the anatomy of the foot.
It is also possible to scan the footprint and process it with specialized software.
In most cases, an insole is manufactured, but there are also other options like e.g. the making of an individual made-tomeasure shoe.
2. Product description:
One box of FSG-Imprint-Foam consists of 2 soft, stiff foam slabs .
Following sizes:
„Ideal“
33 cm x 14,5 cm and thickness. 4 cm- PU 50
„GenialXL“
33 cm x 16,0 cm and thickness 6 cm- PU 25
„Minimal“
26 cm x 14,5 cm and thickness 4 cm- PU 50
„Maximal“
38 cm x 15,5 cm and thickness 4 cm- PU 40
(Package unit with … pairs each unit)

3. Storage and transport:

FSG-Imprint-Foam has to be stored in a dry place. Ideal storage conditions are temperatures of 18°C to 24°C and a relative
humidity of 55 to 65%.
Damaged and wet FSG-Imprint-Foam or FSG-Imprint-Foam boxes have to be sorted out and discarded. The disposal has to
be carried out according to the legal and local requirements of the corresponding country.
Please transport the FSG-Imprint-Foam with great care, i.e. do not throw, push or knock against it.

The units must be stored standing, not lying! A maximum of 4 can be packed on top of each other.
4. Use:
- FSG-Imprint-Foam may be used by trained, specialized staff only. The user should wear gloves for his own protection.
- FSG-Imprint-Foam is suitable for external use and single use only.
- The FSG-Imprint-Foam must be dry and undamaged.
- The foot of the patient must be clean, free from cream and free from infections. If necessary, use a sterile film or bandage
to cover the foot.
- Take the FSG-Imprint-Foam out of the box immediately before use.
- Avoid a contact of FSG-Imprint-Foam or its particles with mucous membrane.
- The FSG-Imprint-Foam must be unfolded and lie on a solid, flat surface.
- The foot must be guided by the user to guarantee a centred print.
-For a print with full weight (standing), make sure that the patient does not loose his footing. If necessary, support him.
- Check the usability of the print. If necessary, repeat the procedure with new foam.
- For reasons of hygiene, remove foam remains from the foot.

5. Shelf life:

The FSG-Imprint-Foam can be stored up to maximum 36 months. Changes of colour do not impair the properties of the
foam. The stamped date on the folded box shows the best before date. After that date the FSG-Imprint Foam is not allowed
to use. This date is the charge number also.

6. Disposal:
FSG-Imprint-Foam can be disposed of via usual domestic refuse, the cardboard box can be disposed of in a paper-recycling
collection container.
Contaminated FSG-Imprint-Foam has to be disposed of as appropriate for the kind of contamination in question.
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